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Alphabetical List Of Deities Depicted On The Reverse Of Coins

Common
Romanization

Greek Caps

Anemos

ΑΝΕΜΟΣ

Anahit

ΑΝΑΗΙΤ

Ardoschso

ΑΡΔΟΞΣΗΟ

Ashaeichsho

ΑΣΗΑΕΙΞΣΗΟ

H

Athsho

ΑΘΣΗΟ

K

Athosho

ΑΘΟΣΗΟ

H

Buddha

ΒΟΔΔΟ

K

Helios

ΗΛΙΟΣ

K

Hephaistos

ΗΠΑΙΣΤΟΣ

K

Heracles

ΗΡΑΧΛΕΣ

H

Iamsho

ΙΑΜΣΗΟ

H

Lrooaspo

ΛΡΟΟΑΣΠΟ

K

Maahaseno

ΜΑΑΗΑΣΕΝΟ

H

Maitreya

ΜΕΤΡΑΓΟ

K

Manabaogo

ΜΑΝΑΒΑΓΟ

K

H

Mao Maoo

ΜΑΟ ΜΑΟΟ

K

H

Mao-Miiro

ΜΑΟ ΜΙΙΡΟ

H

Miero

ΜΙΕΡΟ

K

(ΣΗ = )

As appears in Kushan
Bactrian script on coins
(see variations chart)

K-anishka
H-uvishka
V-asudeva
K
Kushano-Sasanian
coins only?
K H V

H

H
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Alphabetical List Of Deities Depicted On The Reverse Of Coins
Mioro, Miyo

ΜΙΟΡΟ

H

Mirro, Miro,

ΜΙΙΡΟ

K

Mozdooano

ΜΟΖΔΟΟΑΝΟ

K

Nana Nano

ΝΑΝΑ

K

Nanaia

ΝΑΝΙΑ

K

Nanashao

ΝΑΝΑΣΗΑΟ

K

Nana-Oesho

ΝΑΝΑ−ΟΕΣΗΟ

H

Nshonyo

ΝΣΗΟΝΨΟ

H

Oado

ΟΑΔΟ

H

Oaninda

ΟΑΝΙΝΔΑ

H

Oaxsho

ΟΑΞΣΗΟ

H

Oesho

ΟΕΣΗΟ

K

Olrbod

ΟΛΡΒΟΔ

H

Ommo-Oesho

ΟΜΜΟ ΟΕΣΗΟ

H

Ooromozdo

ΟΡΟΜΟΖΔΟ

H

Orom

ΟΡΟΜ

H

Orlagno

ΟΡΛΑΓΝΟ

K

Oxsho

ΟΞΣΗΟ

H

Oyrbod (?” Göbl)

ΟΨΡΒΟΔ

H

Mirro, Meiro

H

H

V

See Olrbod
Pharro Pharo

ΦΑΡΡΟ

K

H
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Rishto Rishti

ΡΙΣΗΤΙ

H

Salene

ΣΑΛΕΝΕ

K

Shaorhoro Shaorho ΣΗΑΟΡΗΟΡΟ

H

Serapis

ΣΕΡΑΠΙΣ

H

Shakyamuni

ΣΑΚΑΜΑΝΟ
ΒΟΥΔΟ

K

Shaonana

ΣΗΑΟΝΑΝΑ

H

Shoreoro

ΣΗΟΡΕΟΡΟ

H

Skanda Kumar

ΣΚΑΝΔΑ ΚΟΜΑΟ

H

Buddha

Bizago
Skanda Kumaro

H

Bizago Maasheno
Tiero(?)

ΤΙΕΡΟ

Probably a version
of Miro?
Zeus

ΖΕΥΣ

Bactro-Greek letters drawn from the highest resolution images available in adobe illustrator. Anyone wishing a set
of the drawings in the original format. Should contact the author (john.darumadera@gmail.com)
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography
1) The following iconographic study is based on a loosely constructed survey of South Asian Buddhist and related iconographies that I
have been making for decades.
2) For the Kushan numismatic material I make no claims of either completeness or even a general up-to-date review of the literature.
3) The original was based on scans of Göbl’s Münzprägung des Kusanreiches (Wein, 1984) to which I added examples of coins
mostly from the inter-net.
4) Put simply, the charts are what they are; a rather extensive survey of Kushan numismatic iconography that may have some use to
beginners and for those working for their own grasp on this rather gratifying topic

I am painfully aware this modest effort is far from perfect!
Corrections, revisions and additions are most welcome.
I also especially welcome sharply focused, well-lit, high-resolution
(approx. 5 mb plus or more) photographs of specific coins.
(No scanned images please)

Note 1) The coin images are arbitrarily sized and no uniform scale has been attempted. The sole intention of the presented image is
that the persona and deities on the reverse be seen clearly
Note 2) This is inherently a pictorial iconographic study and not a numismatic one. Therefore, many of the details about the coins, e.g.,
weight, diameter, etc., are not included. Details of specific coins may still be available at the web site on which they were found.
However, web sites, especially those of dealers and auction houses tend to change items with considerable rapidity as their
respective inventories change.
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography
Kushan Chronology (Probably Subject to Change)
Kushan chronology is much debated as to details and transitions

Kushan rulers:
Heraios: ca. 5 BCE to ca. 30 CE
First person to call himself “Kushano” on his coins
Kujula Kadphesis: ca. 30- ca. 80
(Often called the “First Kushan King”)
Vima Taktho; Vima Takha; (Soter Megas): ca. 80 CE — ca. 95 CE
Vima Kadphesis: ca. 95-ca. 127
Beginning of Kushan Era 127 CE
Kanishka: ca. 127 — ca. 152
Huvishka: ca. 152 — ca. 192
Vasudeva: ca. 192 — ca. 230/40
Kanishka: II ca. 227 — ca.247
Vāshshka: ca. 240 — ca. 250 (little known)
— End of the “Great Kushans” —
Sasanian “Kushanshahs” ca. 240 (“Indo-Sasanians,” etc.)
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography
King

Dates

Hyrkodes

Ruled in
Sogdia and
Afghanistan
Ca. 150-100
BCE

Persona

Example

Basic description

Hyrkodes, Yuezhi1 chieftain (of one of the five tribes?)

Unidentified
spear holding
persona

AR Drachm

J. Rosenfield DAK, Punjab Museum,
Lahore
Hyrkodes

Ruled in
Sogdia and
Afghanistan
Ca. 150-100
BCE

Unidentified
spear holding
persona

AR Drachm
Inscription mostly lost but better
image.
Appears to have deformed skull
similar to Heraios
ANS

1

Note: you may have to search for information using both the Wade-Giles spelling “Yueh chih” and the Pinyin spelling “Yuezhi” for the name of Sapalbizes
(more commonly spelled “Sapadbizes”) and the five tribal groups of the Yuezhi/Kushans.
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography

Phseigacharis, Yuezi chieftain (of one of the five tribes?)

Phseigacharis

Ca. 150-50
BCE

Heracles

AR Drachm

Whitehead, vol. I, pl. 16, fig. 129
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography

Sapalbises, Yuezhi Ruler
Sapalbizes2

Yuezhi
predecessor
of Kushans
Ca. 20
BCE? –ca.
20 CE?

Nanaia

AE unknown denomination
Clear inscription with a crescent
moon and lambda
Nana is profoundly associated with a
lion (probably as a symbol of power
or authority) in this early representation, the goddess herself is not
Note this coin clearly has λβ at10:30 (arrow). depicted and only the lion is present.
(http://www.kushan.org/essays/sapa
dbizes/nanaia.htm)

Arseiles

Ca. 20 BCE

Similar

http://coinindia.com/galleriesarseiles.html

Pabes

Ca. 20 BCE

Similar

http://coinindia.com/galleriespabes.html

This reading was first recognized by Pankaj Tandon. Formerly and still commonly known as “Sapadbizes.” this king should be called Sapalbizes, not
Sapadbizes. All of his coins that I have seen spell his name with a lambda, not a delta. We know that "sapal" "spal" sapad" "spad" were all words used to denote
the army, so the meaning is not altered. By calling him Sapadbizes, we are perpetuating an early mis-reading of the coin by Cunningham. (P. Tandon)
2
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography

Heraios (Heraos, Heraus)
(Might be Kujula Kadphises in some opinions)

Heraios

Ca. 05-30

Nike Greek
goddess of victory

AR tetradrachm;
Winged Nike flying behind holding
wreath with ribbons behind mounted
King
Spelling variation of “Heraou”
ERAOU

Heraios

Ca. 05-30

Nike Greek
goddess of victory

acsearch.info
AG Tetradrachm;

Spelling variation of “Heraou”
ERAOU
Heraios

Ca. 05-30

Nike Greek
goddess of victory

acsearch.info
AG Tetradrachm;

Spelling variation of “Heraou”
EAOU
Wikipedia/ acsearch.info
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography
Heraios

Ca. 05-30

Nike Greek
goddess of victory

AG Tetradrachm;

Spelling variation of “Heraou”
OAOU
Heraios

Ca. 05-30

Nike Greek
goddess of victory

acsearch.info
AG Tetradrachm;
Spelling variation of “Heraou”
EAROU
http://www.grifterrec.com/coins/kus
han/heraios.html
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography

Kujula Kadphises

Kujula
30-80 CE
Kadphises

1st cent
BCE

Kujula
30-80 CE
Kadphises

[Heracles] Greek
war god popular in
region since
Parthian times.

AE Tetradrachm;
Nude male figure with RH resting on
a war club and a lion skin over his
left forearm.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Coi
n_of_the_Kushan_king_Kujula_Kad
phises.jpg

Heracles (?)

This Herculean figure from Begram
(Afghanistan) demonstrated the
presence of the image type in the
Indo-Scythian period c 97 to c 10
BCE although the palace compound
may have belonged to another
Hellenized nomadic group including
the Indo-Parthians or the early
Kushans.

Nike

(JCH huntingtonArchive.osu.edu)
Nike stands proffering the wreath of
victory to Kujula.
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography
Kujula
30-80 CE
Kadphises

Bull and Camel

I have not been able to verify the
readings

Senior B11_2
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography
Vima Takto (Soter Megas) “Grandfather of Kanishka”
The inscription is in Kharoshthi which I have not dealt with in this presentation
In the Kharoshthi coin inscriptions the convention is Vima Takha
Vima
Takha

Ca. 80-100

Bull on obverse,
Bactrian camel on
reverse

First recognized by Pankaj Tandon
(http://coinindia.com/galleries-vimatakha.html) a subset of the bull and camel
coins originally attributed to Kujula
Kadphesis, contain an inscription on the
reverse including the name of Vima Takha

(PT 149.03 (1))
Vima
Takha

Ca. 80-100

Bull on obverse,
Bactrian camel on
reverse

Soter
Megas
(Vima
Takto)

Ca. 80-100

None (King on
horseback)

This coins adds a bit more detail to the
reading given above.

(JCH Huntington Archive)

AE Tetradrachm,
King’s nimbus suggests Parthian
Mithraism as a source.
King on horseback holding unknown
device aloft with RH (may be a
smaller version of device held in the
LH on OBV)
(JCH Huntington Archive)
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography
Soter
Megas
(Vima
Takto)

Ca. 80-100

None (King on
horseback)

AE The king holds various devices
in his LH, in this case a scepter?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:VimaTakto
.jpg

Soter
Megas
(Vima
Takto)

Ca. 80-100

Zeus

AE Tetradrachm
Booth this and the next coin have a
large Kharoshthi “VI” in the left
field behind Zeus. See further
description below
Senior B13.1T
http://www.grifterrec.com/coins/kushan/kus
han2.html

Soter
Megas
(Vima
Takto)

Ca. 80-100

Zeus

AE Tetradrachm
The details of the two coins proved
answers to a number of questions.
Clearly Zeus offers something
(typically the goddess Nike). And
the object in front of him is a
purnagata (jar of abundance) with
vegetation sprouting out of it.
(PT 217.13)
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Vima
Takha

Ca. 80-100

None (King on
horseback)

King wears a “Bactrian” helmet

(ANS 1944.100.59467)

Vima
Takha ?

Ca. 80-100

Horse

Begram site type
Found in Chorasmia (Khwarezm)
and Afghanistan

(ANS 1944.100.74500)
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Vima Kadphesis “Father of Kanishka”

Vima
Ca. 100-127 [Oesho]
Kadphises
Shiva Indian God
of release (moksha)
and benefaction
See appendix 2 for
reasons not to
consider this figure
as the Iranian wind
god Weš

Vima
Ca. 100-127 [Oesho]
Kadphises
Shiva Indian God
of release (moksha)
and benefaction

Several varieties of obverse

AU Stater,
Obv. King’s club is identical to that
of Heracles in other representation
on Kushan coins (probably
represents a presumed identity of the
king with Heracles).
Rev. Nude male holding a trident
(trishula) in his RH (note the
appendage at the mid-point of the
shaft of the trident) and a bottle in
his LH, with an antelope skin
(krishna ajina) over his left arm
(used as a meditation seat)
AU Stater,
In this specimen it is clear that the
Shiva figure is wearing some sort of
a multi pointed (4 or 5 points)
crown. This is unknown in later
Shiva iconography
(Spink & Co)
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Kushan Numismatic Iconography
Vima
Ca. 100-127 [Oesho]
Kadphises
Shiva Indian God
of release (moksha)
and benefaction

AE Tetradrachm:
OBV: King stands left, making an
offering at a fire-alter to his right
(viewer’s left) is a trident and to his
left (viewer’s right) is a club
REV: Nude[?] Oesho stands in front
of a Brahma bull (bos indicus), he
holds a trident (trishula) with his
RH. His LH is unclear and there
appears to be something across his
left shoulder presumably the
antelope skin (krishna ajina)

Vima
Ca. 100-127 [Oesho]
Kadphises
Shiva Indian God
of release (moksha)
and benefaction

Vima
Ca. 100-127 [Oesho]
Kadphises
Shiva Indian God
of release (moksha)
and benefaction

AU Stater,
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Shananoshao Kanishka Kushano
King of Kings, Kanishka Kushana
Kanishka
Reference
images 2

127/8-152

Inscribed Kanishka
image from the
Kushan royal
shrine at Mat,
Central India near
Mathura, Probably
during Kanishka’s
reign.

In both of these images the broad
heavy coat (kaftan) and thick leather
boots can be seen as the defining
characteristics of Kanishka. In the
Mat sculpture he rests his right hand
on a heavy club and grasps his
sword with his left hand.

Mathura Museum (JCH)

Kanishka
Reference
images 1

127/8-152

Kanishka being
invested with
diadems by Mao
and Miiro on the
“Kanishkapura”
reliquary of the
mid 2nd century.

British
Museum
ElectroType

Detail (Original)

(BM JCH)
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Kanishka

127/8-152

Obverse type of
most Kanishka
coins
Shaonanoshaoka
Kanishki Kushano
“Belonging to the
king of kings,
Kanishka the
Kushana”

AU stater (also see next coin) with
an exceptionally fine quality image
of Kanishka. The images of
Kanishka essentially repeat with
varying minor details on the obverse
of his coins. His heavy coat, boots
and sword are evident. On the boots
there is even the detail of the buckle
at the ankle. With his RH he seems
to make an offering in a fire alter
while holding a “fire tool[?].” There
is a widely held opinion that the tool
may be an elephant goad (ankusha),
However it seems far too small in
the context of Kahishka’s figure to
be a goad.
The LH holds a staff. Seen at his
right shoulder are rays that are often
called flames but may be rays of
light. The crowns on various coins
differ to some degree. Note the two
ribbons at the far right of the figure’s
left arm. These are ties to the crown
and are part of the Greek royal
diadem that has come down through
history from early Hellenic times to
be part of Kushan royal
iconography.
(Wikipedia)
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Kanishka

127/8-152

Kanishka

127/8-152

Kanishka

127/8-152

Mao, Moon god of
the Kushanas.
Same coin as above
with reverse. Mao
and Miiro are
sometimes
considered to be
the Kushan clan
patron deities
Miiro, the sun god
of the Kushanas.
Mao and Miiro are
sometimes
considered to be
the Kushan clan
patron deities

Mao has a crescent moon behind his
head, raises his RH with a twofingered benediction gesture
(common in the Hellenic world) and
carries a staff with a banner on it in
his left hand.
(Wikipedia)
Miiro seems to be making a two
fingered gesture with the little and
forefinger of the right hand,
probably also some sort of a
benediction to Kanishka. His left
hand rests on the hilt of a sword

(BM jch)
The solar and lunar deities above are both obvious
and ancient deities throughout the Central Asian
nomadic world which during the 2nd and 1st
millennium BCE gave rise to many of the ethnic
groups who created kingdoms in the western Asiatic
and northern Indian regions. Among the predecessors
of the Kushans were the Scythians, Sarmatians,
Parthians (known as the Parni) the Dahae-Saka, the
Yuezhi-Kushans themselves, and the post Kushan,
Kiderite and Huns. At the right is a sculpture from 1st
century Palmyra (modern Syria) with local variants
of the Moon, Supreme, and Sun gods. Suggesting
that any ruler who saw himself as flanked by the sun
and moon, may have been trying to demonstrate his
divinity or quasi-divinity (i.e., the reliquary above).
Aglibol (moon), Baalshamin (Supreme) and Malakbel Sun
(Louvre, Paris jch?)
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Kanishka

127/8-152

Buddha
BODDO

Kanishka

127/8-152

Buddha
BODDO

AU Stater
By the time of Kanishka, the
religious methodology taught by the
Buddha Shakyamuni was about 700
years old and had spread throughout
the Indic subcontinent and beyond.
In this example the Buddha displays
[teaching] absence of fear (abhayamudrā) with his RH and grasps the
hem of his garment (urṇamudrā)
with his LH. The two gestures
combined are known as the
“prediction of enlightenment”
(bodhivyakaraṇa-mudrā).
(BM-jch)
AU Stater
Variant of above

Above: Wikipedia
Kanishka

127/8-152

Buddha
BODDO

AU ¼ Stater
Following the above type

(MCsearch.info)
Ex Skanda collection,
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Kanishka

127/8-152

More or less
contemporaneous
Buddha images of
the type. Images
with the right hand
still intact are very
rare and this
example has been
selected for that
characteristic.

In greater Gandhara, 1st to 5th cent
CE literally hundreds of images of
Buddhas were made in this
convention.

(AAM San Francisco)
Kanishka

127/8-152

SAKAMANO
BOUDO
Shakyamuni
Buddha
Counter clock-wise
from top left

AE Tetradrachm
Although difficult to read the hand
positions of the figure, it presumably
is in a similar position to the above
with both hands more centrally
located.
Wikipedia
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Kanishka

127/8-152

METARGO
(sic for Metrago)
BOUD
Counter clock-wise
from top left

Maitreya Buddha
(Buddha of the
future period)

Kanishka

127/8-152

METRAGO
BOUDO
[Met]r[a]go Boudo
Counter clock-wise
from bottom center

Maitreya Buddha

Kanishka

127/8-152

Maitreya
Bodhisattva as the
regent of Tushita
Paradise
(Buddha of the
future period)

CU Tetradrachm
One of the least worn of these coins
known to me, a bodhisattva figure
sits on a platform displaying the
“wheel of the Dharma gesture”
(dharma chakra mudra). The hands
are difficult to read but the position
of the left arm definitively
determines that the two hands are
coming together in front of the chest.
See sculpture below.
(PT 3127.22-S314)
AE Tetradrachm
In this example the crown and
headdress of the Bodhisattva is still
apparent. He makes [teaching]
absence of fear (abhaya mudra) with
his RH and holds a water-pot in his
LH which rests across his leg. The
pot is probably used in a purification
ritual common to Maitreya practice.
These roughly contemporaneous
sculptures demonstrate the nuances
of the gestures. On the left the hands
come together in a version of
dharma chakra mudra unique to
“Greater Gandhara.” The figure at
the right holds the typical type of
water pot often held by both
standing and seated sculptural
images of Maitreya.
(both) JCH Huntington Archive
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Kanishka

127/8-152

Ardoxsho
Ardochsho
Goddess of wealth
and abundance

Kanishka

127/8-152

Ardoxsho
Ardochsho
Goddess of wealth
and abundance

Presumably Ashi in the Avesta, who
is a goddess of waters. In Gandhara
as Ardoxsho, she is worshipped both
singly and with her male counterpart
Pharro. She wears a wreath and
carries a cornucopia with vegetal
matter extending from it.
(BMjch)
In this small votive image Ardoxsho
is enthroned is fully robed and
carries her cornucopia

Natl Mus Karachi
JCH Huntingtonarchive 0009586

Kanishka

127/8-152

Pharro

Pharro is cloaked and carries a staff
during the Kanishka period. He is is
often described as a war god but in
more complex sculptural
representations he is clearly a wealth
god on a par with Jambhala or
Kubera (See below)
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Kanishka

127/8-152

Ardoxsho and
Pharro,

A small votive image probably
intended for personal or household
use. The pair are seen as dual deities
of wealth, prosperity and fecundity
Note the water spilling at their feet.

(BM 1950,0726.2 jch)

Kanishka

127/8-152

ANEMOS
(Gk. Anemoi):
Greek gods of the 4
directional winds.

Appearance of all four “reportedly”
identical to Oado (wind god) see
OADO below.
The 4 winds are:
Boreas: the North-Wind- winter,
Zephryos: the West-Wind-spring,
Notos: the South-Wind summer (rains),
Euros: the East-Wind autumn.
From: Katsumi Tanabe (1990), "The Kushan
representation of Anemos/Oada and its relevance
to the Central Asian and Far Eastern wind gods,"
Silk road art and archaeology, 1 (1990): 51-80.
(With thanks to Pankaj Tandon)
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Kanishka

127/8-152

ATHSHO

Athsho is the personification of craft
skills, especially metalworking.
Holds a diadem in his RH offered to
the King as investiture.

(PT 204-1)
Kanishka

127/8-152

HELIOS
Greek god of the
sun

Kanishka

127/8-152

HEPHAISTOS
Greek god of
Metalworking, fire
building, and art.
See Athsho

Kanishka

127/8-152

LROOASPO

Similar to Mao the Kushan Sun god
except presented with his Greek
name.

(BM jch)
Greek god of Metalworking, fire
building, and art. See Athsho.
Although damaged in the key area of
the figures right hand, a partial
wreath and ribbons can be seen as it
is being offered as an investiture for
the king on the obverse.
(Göbl 28/1)
Lrooaspo was a Bactrian - Iranian
deity, especially on the coins of the
Kushan ruler appears. The deity is
usually depicted as a man standing next
to a horse and therefore was probably
god of horses. He holds a diadem in His
RH as a sign of divine investiture
offered to the king.

.
(Wikipedia)
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Kanishka

127/8-152

MANABAGO

See appendix 3 on Manabago

Kanishka

127/8-152

MANAOBAGO

(PT 224-1)
See appendix 3 on Manabago

Kanishka

127/8-152

MAO

(Heritage Auctions)
Moon god, one of the paired sun and
moon deities of the Kushans
(Wikipedia)

Kanishka

127/8-152

MIIRO, MIERO

Sun god, one of the paired sun and
moon deities of the Kushans
See also Helios.

(PT 503-10))
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Kanishka

127/8-152

MOZDOOANO

Kanishka

127/8-152

NANA

Kanishka

127/8-152

NANAIA

Kanishka

127/8-152

NANASHAO

See large image for discussion

ANS collection/1944.100.15491
Nana is an obviously complex and
important benefatory persona about
whom we know almost nothing. She
called by several names and most
often carriers a staff (wand?) with a
hook(?) at the end

(PT -210.4)
Nanashao also carries a sword in
additioin to her staff. Otherwise the
figures are nearly identical
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Kanishka

127/8-152

Oado

Wind god
Appears on a gold issue as well, I
have not Found a photograph of an
AU Oado

Kanishka

127/8-152

OESHO
Indian God Shiva
With four arms

Kanishka

127/8-152

ORLAGNO
Iranian god of
victory.

Kanishka

127/8-152

SALENE Greek
Moon goddess

(PT S368)
See Shiva/Oesho appendix 2
Pouring water out of the bottle is
almost certainly abhisheka (“head
sprinkling” i.e., consecration of the
king.) as described in the
Manudharmashastra

See Selene & Mao comparison in
Appendix 1

(Göbl 26/1)
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